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Figure 1: Simulation of a methane pool fire, a fully path-traced scene where the flame is the unique light source, and a scene where
refraction effects cause the straight wood stick to appear warped, all rendered using our physically-based fire rendering technique

Abstract

Accurately rendering fires is a challenging problem due to the various subtle ways in which the electromagnetic
waves interact with this complex participating medium. We present a new method for physically-based rendering
of flames from detailed simulations of flame dynamics which accounts for their unique characteristics. Instead
of relying on ad-hoc models, we build on fundamental molecular physics to compute the spectrally dependent
absorption, emission and scattering properties of the various chemical compounds found in the fire. Combined
with a model of the refractive process, and with tone-mapping techniques simulating the visual adaptation of a
human observer, we are able to generate highly realistic renderings of various types of flames, including colorful
flames containing chemical species with very characteristic spectral properties.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism - Ray-tracing

1. Introduction

Humans have long had a fascination with fire due to its ap-
pealing appearance but dangerous nature. Flames are also
important in many fields both in science and in computer
graphics. They are a standard effect in the movie indus-
try, but are typically filmed from actual fires with signifi-
cant danger and expense. Computer-generated examples in-
clude Star Trek II [Par82] which made use of the first particle
based technique developed by [Ree83], as well as the more
recent animation movie Shrek, in which the technique de-
scribed in [LF02] was used to model and render the flames.
Applications have also emerged in several other sectors in-
cluding the video-game industry, high fidelity virtual archae-
ological reconstructions [DC01,Cha02], as well as the de-
velopment of safety oriented research. For instance, [BS97]

developed a simulation based design environment in order
to help conceive building fire safety systems and evaluate
the performance of building designs. Our work is similarly
motivated by the desire to predict the visual appearance of
a simulated flame to aid in the understanding of scientific
simulations of fires and explosions.

Despite these vast applications, flame rendering still rep-
resents a challenging problem in computer graphics. This is
due to the fact that fire is an extremely complex medium
which hosts numerous simultaneous chemical and radiative
processes. Most of the work done in this area has conse-
quently been relying on simplified models addressing solely
flames of yellow appearance, sometimes sacrifying accuracy
and/or visual quality to achieve interactivity.
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We propose a new method that provides physically-based
simulation of the radiative energy transfer occurring in the
participating medium. Starting with volumetric fields of
temperature and species concentrations typically generated
by computer simulation, we calculate the emissive properties
of the flame using theoretical foundations in the domains of
molecular chemistry and radiative physics, which are com-
bined with algorithms from the computer graphics commu-
nity. By investigating atomic and molecular characteristics,
we are able to compute the spectral properties of the differ-
ent chemical species. A model of the radiative transfer in
the fire then allows to predict the radiant energy reaching a
given observer. To enhance realism, we account for the non-
linear propagation of the electromagnetic waves through the
medium having a spatially varying index of refraction. Fi-
nally, a model of the visual adaptation mechanism via S-
shape cone response is used to reproduce the signals that a
real human observer would experience. This method is both
flexible and robust in the sense that it allows for a truthful
rendering of any type of fire without relying on any hand-
tuned parameter. These include typical yellow flames dom-
inated by soot radiation, as well as colorful flames where
radiation from other specific chemical species prevails, and
which to our knowledge has not been previously addressed
in the computer graphics and visualization community.

This document starts by providing an overview of the
techniques previously developed using diverse technologies.
Then, we discuss the theoretical core on which our method
is based, followed by a presentation of the implementation-
specific issues and assumptions. We finally conclude by pro-
viding some visual results rendered using our technique,
along with a discussion of the performance characteristics.

2. Previous Work

In this section, we present an overview of the former meth-
ods used for fire rendering, while making a distinction be-
tween raster-based and ray-tracing techniques. A more de-
tailed survey is given in [ENM99].

2.1. Raster-based Techniques

[Ree83] first introduced particle systems to model and ren-
der fuzzy objects such as fire, where the particles are mo-
tion blurred in order to avoid temporal aliasing or strob-
ing. [Sim90] extended this idea to a data parallel method
used to render large numbers of particles. More recently,
[CMTM94] developed a 2D model later extended to 3D
by [TTC97], where both methods use a system of indepen-
dent particles. Images are produced by rendering a motion-
blurred primitive around each particle trajectory over a time
step. [PP94] proposed an enhanced particle system where
each particle consists of a set of non-overlapping copla-
nar triangles arranged to approximate a circle. By setting
the transparency of the outer vertices to lower values, this
method aims at eliminating the pointillistic artifacts inherent

to particle rendering. In [LKMD01], a simple point primi-
tive is used to render the particles where the color and trans-
parency of each particle is determined by the distribution
of mass and size. Later, [IK03] presents an extension to the
classical particle system, where a second order particle sys-
tem is used to model the dynamics of the fire. [AH05] sub-
sequently proposed to render the particles to the p-buffer of
a programmable graphics card creating a cumulative blur to
represent the scattering of particle light by hot gaseous prod-
ucts of combustion. Because of their discrete discontinuous
nature, particle based methods are more suitable for real-
time display than realistic rendering.

[WLMK02] and [ZWF∗03] use texture splats as display
primitives. While the former uses a black body color table
to define the colors at different layers from the center of the
fire, both model the radiative transfer properties by means of
a simple alpha blending. [IR02] models and renders the fire
by means of a perturbation map and a base map which allows
for interactive frame rates but still gives little concern to the
fidelity of the rendering. To achieve real-time animations,
[BLLR06] models the flame shape using NURBS surfaces
on which a transparent 2D texture is mapped.

[MK02] employs volume rendering, suitable for vox-
elized data, where the level of transparency is determined
by the density in the voxel. The fuel gas is mapped to yellow
and the flame front, where the reaction occurs, is mapped to
red. [Has02,HK03, IM04] employed a tomographic method
for reconstructing a volumetric model from multiple images
of a fire. These algorithms provide realistic renderings but
require that the same set-up be produced in a real environ-
ment and captured, which prevents a predictive capability.

2.2. Ray-tracing Techniques

[Ina90] proposed a simple laminar candle flame model
based on a physical model of light emission and transmission
in the regions of combustion. Rendering is achieved by ap-
plying a texture map to a flame-like implicit primitive which
is then volume-traced. [Rac96] extended this work to include
the dynamic nature of the flame. Later, [BPP01] developed a
technique where a full fire is represented as a combination of
individual primitive flames. For a single flame, implicit sur-
faces describe successive layers having a shape similar to the
flame outline, each layer being a volume that emits light of a
particular color and intensity. These methods imply some de-
gree of simplicity in the spatial features of the fire being ren-
dered, and are consequently not suitable for high frequency
details that contribute to the realism of a fire rendering.

[Rob01] presents an image-based method modeling a
candle flame as a set of spheres. This technique is restricted
to phenomena producible in a real environment and imposes
geometrical constraints. [LF02] uses a reference photograph
mapped onto the profile used for the flame shape. The opac-
ity of a particle is then estimated to be proportional to the
relative brightness between itself and objects behind it.
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[FOA03] shows flames arising from explosions that are
generated by rendering the fuel and soot particles directly,
but where the mapping is adjusted manually to match images
of real explosions. [SF93], followed by [SF95], developed
a new rendering technique using blob warping. A diffusion
approximation is used to resolve the effects of multiple scat-
tering, which are subsequently rendered using a blob tracer.
The transparency along an interval due to a single blob is
computed as a function only of the distance of the ray to the
center of the blob and the endpoints of the interval.

An attempt to physically-based rendering was made by
[RHC95] that discusses ray casting performed on measured
data using a radiation path integration software [Gro95].
The computation is performed in terms of radiance units
and combined with appropriate perceptual transformations
to produce a true color image. A similar approach was fol-
lowed by [NFJ02] which computes the radiance using the
radiative transport equation and Planck’s formula of black-
body radiation. Chromatic adaptation is finally modeled via
white-point mapping. However, it doesn’t consider the spec-
trally dependent properties of the various chemical com-
pounds of the flame, and ignores the refraction process.

3. Physically-Based Realistic Rendering

In this section, we present our new physically-based ren-
dering method and the theoretical background on which it
builds. Since our algorithm accounts for the main chemical,
physical and biological phenomena responsible for the vi-
sual response experienced by a real observer, our model is
able to generate enhanced realistic fire renderings from first
principles. To the best of our knowledge, our model is also
the first that predicts the appearance of fires where radiation
from colorful species prevails instead of the common black-
body emissions from soot particles.

3.1. Fire Modeling

While several of the references cited in the previous section
address methods for modeling and animating fire, most of
them do not accurately model the dynamics or radiations in
the fire. However, the quality of a physically-based rendering
depends inherently on the quality of the data representing the
physical entities of interest.

For this reason, we use a model built on physically-based
accurate simulations. Such a model has been developed by
the Center for the Simulation of Accidental Fires and Explo-
sions (C-SAFE) [HMS∗00], which is focused on providing
state-of-the-art, science-based tools for the numerical sim-
ulation of accidental fires and explosions, especially within
the context of handling and storage of highly flammable ma-
terials. The primary objective of C-SAFE is to help to better
evaluate the risks and safety issues associated with fires and
explosions. A description of the combustion and radiation
models used is given in [KBR∗05] while implementation,

verification and validation of the radiation models are dis-
cussed in [KRS05] and [Kri05].

The algorithms presented in this paper can be used to pre-
dict the appearance of the fires produced by C-SAFE. These
results are useful for understanding and explaining the sim-
ulations as well as for evaluating specific safety scenarios.

3.2. The Equation of Radiative Transfer

The evolution of radiance as light travels through a medium
is defined by the Radiative Transport Equation (RTE). This
integro-differential equation reads [SH81]

(~ω ·∇)L(λ,~x,~ω) = −σa(λ,~x) ·L(λ,~x,~ω)

+σa(λ,~x) ·Le(λ,~x,~ω) (1)

−σs(λ,~x) ·L(λ,~x,~ω)

+σs(λ,~x) ·Li(λ,~x,~ω),

whereLi (in J
s·m2·sr·nm) is defined as

Li(λ,~x,~ω) =
Z

4π
L(λ,~x,~ωi) ·Φ(λ,~ω,~ωi)d~ωi . (2)

The RTE states that the variation of the spectral radiance
L, in the direction of interest~ω, over a segment of infinitesi-
mal length, is subject to the following phenomena :

- absorption : some photons traversing the medium will be
absorbed proportionally to the absorption coefficientσa

(in m−1). This term also accounts for induced emission,
which occurs when electrons in an excited state are in-
duced by photons to drop to a lower energy state, emitting
photons of similar wavelength in the process.

- emission : some photons will be emitted by the medium.
These are represented by the emitted spectral radianceLe.

- out-scattering : some photons initially traveling along the
direction of interest~ω might be scattered in another direc-
tion when colliding with a particle. This effect is charac-
terized by the scattering coefficientσs (in m−1).

- in-scattering : some photons initially traveling along an
arbitrary direction~ωi might be scattered in the direction
of interest. The amount of photons subject to this process
is represented by the in-scattering radianceLi .

While the absorption and scattering coefficients depend
only on the wavelengthλ and position in space~x, the ra-
diance is also dependent on the direction of interest~ω. See
[Pre03] for a broader description of the terms and their units.

Assuming that the properties of the participating medium
are homogeneous over a small segment‖∆~x‖ in space, an
analytical solution to the RTE can be derived

L(λ,~x+∆~x,~ω) = e−σt (λ,~x)·‖∆~x‖ · L(λ,~x,~ω)+ (3)

(1−e−σt (λ,~x)·‖∆~x‖) ·

σa(λ,~x) ·Le(λ,~x,~ω)+σs(λ,~x) ·Li(λ,~x,~ω)

σt(λ,~x)
,

where the extinction coefficientσt is defined asσt = σa+σs.
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3.3. Scattering

The spherical distribution of scattered light is defined by a
phase function. Such a function was developed by Henyey-
Greenstein [HG41], and has been widely used in computer
graphics. It is defined by a single asymmetry coefficientg
controlling the distribution of the scattered light, and reads

ΦHG(λ,~ω,~ωi) =
1
4π

·
1−g(λ)2

(1+g(λ)2−2g(λ)~ω ·~ωi)
3
2

, (4)

whereg can be a function of wavelength, although in most
applications it is chosen to be constant. This value must be
in the range (-1, 1), where g<0, g=0 and g>0 correspond
respectively to backward, isotropic and forward scattering.
See [Pre03,PH04] for more details on phase functions.

[DMB94, ZCMG00, KLF01] report low albedo values
for several types of fuels, where the albedoω is defined as
σs/σt . Consequently, in a low-albedo medium such as the
flames of interest, absorption usually dominates largely over
scattering which contributes very little to the final image.

Moreover, [WCMB03] provides forward angle scattering
ratios and asymmetry ratios for several types of aerosols
and smoke particles produced by different fuels. Those ra-
tios indicate strongly forward dominated scattering distribu-
tions for almost all the reported types of particles. The larger
the ratios are, the closer to one the value ofg will be. This
translates into a further diminishing impact of the scattering
phenomenon which tends towards an unscattered distribu-
tion where the photons continue along their initial directions.

Finally, equation3 is suitable for ray integration as all
terms can be simply evaluated along the direction of inter-
est, with the exception ofLi which implies the computation
of an integral over the sphere, hence requiring Monte Carlo
or other expensive approximation techniques. For these rea-
sons, we will ignore scattering effects and focus on absorp-
tion and emission phenomena in the remaining of this paper.

3.4. Spectral Properties of Soot

For most fires, the light generated is dominated by emissions
from soot particles. Soot emits a continuous spectrum in the
visible range and often doubles or triples the radiation emit-
ted by the gaseous products only [SH81]. The radiative prop-
erties of soot are a function of the soot concentration and
the optical constantsn andk of the particle.n andk are re-
spectively the real and imaginary parts of the complex index
of refractionn = n− ik, which depends on the soot chemi-
cal composition. Althoughn andk are somewhat wavelength
dependent, they are very weakly dependent on temperature.
The spectral absorption coefficient is estimated as [DS69]

σa(λ) = fv ·
36π

λα(λ)
·

nk
(n2−k2 +2)2 +4n2k2 . (5)

The soot volume fraction, meaning the volume of soot
particles per unit volume of cloud, can be evaluated as

fv = N · 4
3πR3, whereN is the number density (number of

particles per unit volume) andR is the radius of a soot parti-
cle (assumed to be spherical). [DS69] also provides values of
n andk in the visible range for different types of soot. In the
visible range, [Hot54] recommended the valueα(λ) = 1.39.

3.5. Black Body Radiation

In a medium where local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
prevails, which is an accurate assumption for fires, all the
radiation can be assumed to result from thermal agitation,
which is directly indicated by the medium’s temperature
[RHC95]. Indeed, in most fires, visible radiation is domi-
nated by LTE radiation from soot particles. Blackbody radi-
ation is described by Planck’s formula which characterizes
the emitted spectral radiance ( J

s·m2·sr·nm)

Bλ(T,λ,n) = bλ(λ) ·
1

e
hc

λkT −1
=

2hc2

λ5 ·
1

e
hc

λkT −1
(6)

as a function of temperatureT, wavelengthλ, and index of
refractionn defining the speed of electromagnetic propaga-
tion c = c0/n in the medium. The remaining constant terms
are Boltzmann constantk, Planck’s constanth, and the speed
of electromagnetic propagation in a vacuumc0.

3.6. Spectral Properties of other Chemical Species

Computing the energy states of a molecule, which are
needed to predict its spectral properties, implies solving the
Schrödinger equation. In the case of the simple Hydrogen
atom where a single electron orbits around the nucleus, it
is possible to analytically derive an expression describing
the energy levels. However, for more complex atoms or
molecules, closed forms do not exist and intense computa-
tions are required to evaluate numerical approximations of
the quantum energy eigenstates and eigenvalues.

Given the complexity of solving this equation, we chose
instead to utilize tabulated spectral properties based on ex-
perimental data. In the case of atoms, such a compilation is
made publicly available through the NIST Atomic Spectra
Database [Ral96,NA]. With respect to molecules, the HI-
TRAN Molecular Spectroscopic Database [Rea05,HIT] pro-
vides spectral measurements for several common species.

While an atomic radiation of frequencyν is exclusively
produced by an electronic transition from an upper state of
energyE2 to a lower stateE1 such that∆E = E2−E1 = hν as
stated by Planck’s law, molecules can also radiate due to vi-
brational or rotational transitions. However, vibrational and
rotational transitions usually occur in the infrared and radio
range respectively. The emission coefficient (1

m · J
s·m2·sr·nm)

and absorption coefficient associated to a spectral line of fre-
quencyν = c/λ can be computed as [Rea98,MW06]

jλ =
hν
4π

N2A21φ(λ), (7)

σa =
hν
4π

(N1B12−N2B21)φ(λ), (8)
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whereN1 andN2 represent the number density of elements
(atoms or molecules) in the lower and upper state respec-
tively, andφ(λ) is the normalized spectral line shape.A21,
B21 andB12 are the Einstein coefficients measuring the tran-
sition probabilities of spontaneous emission, induced emis-
sion and absorption respectively. More specifically,

- A21 gives the probability per unit time that an electron
in an upper energy orbital will decay spontaneously to a
lower energy orbital, releasing a photon in the process

- B21 gives the probability per unit time per unit energy den-
sity of the radiation field of an electron in an upper energy
orbital being induced to decay to a lower energy orbital
in presence of an electromagnetic radiation near the fre-
quency of the transition, releasing a photon in the process

- B12 gives the probability per unit time per unit energy
density of the radiation field of an electron in a lower en-
ergy orbital jumping to a higher energy orbital in presence
of an electromagnetic radiation near the frequency of the
transition, absorbing a photon in the process

The Einstein coefficients are fixed probabilities associated
with each element, and do not depend on the state of the gas
of which the elements are part. They are related by [Mod03]

A21

B21
= bλ(λ) and

B21

B12
=

g1

g2
, (9)

wheregi is the degeneracy of statei, or the number of states
having the same energy level. Assuming local thermody-
namic equilibrium, the population partition at temperatureT
between states is governed by the Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
tribution [Mod03]

Ni

N
=

gi ·e
−

Ei
kT

Z(T)
. (10)

This distribution states that the population of a given state
decays exponentially with its energy, the temperature modu-
lating the rate of decay. The partition function is given by

Z(T) = ∑
j

gj ·e
−

Ej
kT . (11)

Combining the previous equations yields a formula to
compute the absorption coefficient as

σa =
φ(λ)

8π
N2A21

λ4

c
(e

hc
λkT −1), (12)

as well as Kirchoff’s law which allows to compute the emis-
sion coefficient asjλ = σa ·Bλ(T,λ) = σa ·Le.

3.7. Refraction

Photons traversing a fire might follow non-linear trajectories
due to the spatially varying refractive properties, inducing
the wavy visual feedback that an observer might experience
as looking through a flame. While the refractive properties of
a fire have a small effect for still images, this effect becomes
important when observing an animated sequence.

It is possible to approximate the indices of refraction in
the medium by simply computing the refractive indices of
air. For this purpose, Ciddor’s equation [Cid96] is believed
to provide accurate results over a broad range of wavelengths
and under extreme environmental conditions of temperature,
pressure, and humidity. For this reason, it has been adopted
by the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) as the
standard equation for calculating index of refraction.

Given an incident ray from a medium of indexηi of an-
gle θi with the normal, being refractively transmitted into a
medium of indexηt with an angleθt , Snell’s law states that
ηi sinθi = ηt sinθt . Figure2 shows a scene where the refrac-
tive properties of the flame were included in the rendering.

Figure 2: Modeling of the refractive properties: refraction
field only (left) and a scene where the refraction process in-
duces the warping of the background brick pattern and slight
caustics on the floor near the flame envelop (right) with in-
creased index of refraction to better exhibit the deformation

3.8. Visual Adaptation

The biological elements constituting the visual system of a
human being present an extremely complex structure. As
such, the signal they emit in response to a given intensity
input obeys various intricate mechanisms notoriously hard
to model, but which must be considered in order to carry
a high fidelity rendering process. The previous statement is
even more valid in the case of flame rendering than for usual
scenes because of their high dynamic range nature. This is
due to the fact that the cones which are responsible for the
color vision in the photopic range display S-potential re-
sponses, as first investigated by [NR66]. Based on studies of
photoreceptor response, Naka and Rushton proposed a sim-
ple function to describe the response generated by the retinal
photoreceptors to an input intensity L

R(L,σ) =
L

L+σ
. (13)

This non-linear response depends on an adaptation state
σ determined by the visual system to maximize the percep-
tion of features for a given scene. For a constant adaptation
level, the curve displays a sigmoidal shape on a logarithmic
scale, and explains why a flame looking yellow-white when
observed at night might appear orange-yellow in a sunlight
illuminated environment, as reproduced in Figure3.
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Figure 3: Modeling the adaptation of the visual system al-
lows for a faithful reproduction of the colors observed when
looking at a flame under different lighting conditions

This model was the precursor to numerous more complex
methods [DCWP02]. Models such as [FPSG96,PTYG00]
also consider the grey-scale response provided by the rods
in the scotopic range along with the associated loss of visual
acuity, the latter defining the ability to resolve spatial details.
However, flames are luminous objects which will always fall
in the photopic range of the visual system. For this reason,
scotopic range phenomena can be safely ignored.

4. Implementation

The rendering process has been integrated in a path-tracer
which allows for the global illumination of a potential scene
by the fire. The data are represented by a set of volumes de-
scribing the fields of interest, such as temperature, pressure,
and concentration of the different chemical species. The evo-
lution of the radiance along a ray is integrated using equation
3 in a ray-marching algorithm where the properties of the
medium are assumed to be constant along a small segment
in space. This assumption is justified by the fact that we can
set the length of a segment to be arbitrarily small, providing
a tradeoff of quality versus rendering time.

Our path-tracer provides support to model scattering
properties via the implementation of a Monte-Carlo integra-
tion method which offers computationally expensive but ac-
curately converging solutions. However, for the reasons de-
scribed in section 3.3, the majority of our renderings were
generated without scattering effects, hence settingσs = 0.

The volume containing the spectral absorption coeffi-
cients is precomputed using equations5, 12 and10 as the
databases used provide the values of the wavelengthλ of
the spectral lines along with the associated Einstein coef-
ficient A21, and degeneracyg2 and energy valueE2 of the
excited state. These are simply added together for the dif-
ferent species, even though a more precise method using a
spectral overlap correction term could be used [Jon00]. The
HITRAN Molecular Spectroscopic Database directly pro-
vides values of the partition function as a function of tem-
perature for each species. When using data from the NIST
Atomic Spectra Database, the value of the partition func-
tion can be computed using equation11. Since we use a

discretized representation of the visible spectral domain, we
defineφ(λ) = 1/SpectralBinWidth. The emitted spectral ra-
diance is computed by means of equation6 using the tem-
perature field while ray-marching.

Even though methods such as [SL96] would remove alias-
ing, the non-linear trajectory followed by photons due to
the refractive properties of the medium is evaluated by us-
ing an extension of [BTL90] which is more suitable for ray-
marching. In order to lower aliasing, the gradient of the re-
fractive index field is computed at each ray-marching step
by applying central differences at the projection of the cur-
rent location onto the boundaries of the voxel for each axis,
and linearly interpolating the resulting values. The gradient
is then considered to be the normal of the dielectric layer
with which the ray interferes, and geometric perturbations
of the path are computed according to Snell’s law.

The reproduction of the visual adaptation process has
been implemented as a post-rendering step. Due to the limi-
tations of the RGB color space, the radiance spectra are in-
stead converted to the XYZ color space using the tristim-
ulus curves defined by the Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage (CIE). This step can actually be processed either
after solving for the radiance terms using a fully spectral
representation, or before, which considerably reduces the
computational cost and most often provides a visually ac-
curate approximation. Those values are then converted into
the LMS cone response domain where the tone-mapping op-
erator described in equation13 is applied. At this step, the
derivation of the adaptation stateσ can be computed as in
[IFM05], or even adjusted in order to simulate effects such as
temporal light adaptation. In our implementation, we simply
evaluateσ based on the average of the LMS cone response
values throughout the image. A final conversion to the RGB
color space allows for gamma correction and display.

5. Results

To evaluate its robustness, we applied our technique to sev-
eral data sets. Figure 1 and4 show the rendering of various
types of fires typically dominated by soot radiation. Figure
5 shows a side by side comparison of some photographs and
renderings of spectroscopy experiments using chemical ele-
ments with very characteristic spectral signatures.

These renderings were generated in 40 to 80 seconds each
on a dual Intel Xeon 3.00GHz processor desktop using one
sample per pixel and 5122 pixels. The volumes have resolu-
tions varying from 2003 to 3003, and the ray-marching step
was set to a half of the size of a voxel. When accounting
for the refractive properties of the medium, the rendering
time increases by a factor of about 1.25. The preprocessing
stage, which consists in integrating the absorption coefficient
throughout the volume, requires from a few minutes to about
an hour on a single processor, depending on the complexity
of the spectral properties of the chemical species of inter-
est. Because of the simple analytical equations governing the
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spectral properties of soot, the preprocessing stage reduces
to a few seconds when considering radiation from soot only.

Figure 4: Renderings of fires typically dominated by the ra-
diation from soot particles : a heptane pool fire (left) and a
simulation of a JP-8 bonfire with lateral crosswind (right)

Figure 5: Comparison of actual pictures (top) and ren-
derings (bottom) of spectroscopy experiments with various
chemical species : Lithium, Barium and Sodium

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new robust physically-based realistic
fire rendering algorithm which employs detailed simulation
of the radiative emission and refractive transfer occurring in
real flames as well as a biologically-based model of the vi-
sual adaptation phenomenon. These are the key-components
to the highly realistic renderings achieved by our method.
This model also aims at filling the gap currently existing in
the literature with respect to the rendering of colorful flames,
since it accommodates fires dominated by the radiation from
any combination of chemical species.

However, our model is inherently sensitive to the rich-
ness of the database used for each chemical species other
than soot. Moreover, our model has only been validated in a
qualitative manner, and we feel that a rigorous evaluation of
its accuracy, by comparing predictions built on experimental
data against measured radiances, would give focus to a fu-
ture direction of research. We also wish to extend this work
to plasma rendering, the later being a gas of extremely high
temperature inducing ionization of its constitutive elements.
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